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What is a neuromodulator?

Pop culture Medical contexts



Neurotransmitters

Amino acids (Glutamate, GABA, Glycine, etc)

Gas (NO, CO, H2S)

Monoamines (Serotonin, Dopamine, etc)

Choline (Acetylcholine)

Peptides (Oxytocin, opioids, etc )

Purines (ATP, adenosine, etc)

Let’s do the poll !

What is a neuromodulator?
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What is neuromodulator?

90% 9%
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Neuromodulator

What is neuromodulator?

The rest

Neurotransmitters

Amino acids (Glutamate, GABA, Glycine, etc)

Gas (NO, CO, H2S)

Monoamines (Serotonin, Dopamine, etc)

Choline (Acetylcholine)

Peptides (Oxytocin, opioids, etc )

Purines (ATP, adenosine, etc)



Glutamate, GABA Neuromodulator

Receptor

action

Communication

mode One-to-one One-to-many

(typically)

Ionic, fast

(typically)

GPCRs, slow

Synaptic? Mostly synaptic Synaptic / diffusive

Function General More specific??



Do neuromodulators have specific functions?

(Wikipedia)



Usual way of systems neuroscience

Vision Spatial sense Fear learning

Visual cortex Hippocampus Amygdala



If you do the same approach to neuromodulators…

Motor control Social learning Fear learning

Serotonin Dopamine Norepinephrine



If you do the same approach to neuromodulators…

y = f1(x) y = f2(x) y = f3(x)

More mechanistic perspectives

Motor control Social learning Fear learning

Serotonin Dopamine Norepinephrine



The goal of this lecture

(1) Basics of neuromodulators


(2) How they work at mechanistic levels


(3) How mechanisms generalize across functions  

(60 min lecture x 2 +15 min break)



The goal of this lecture

Neurotransmitters

Amino acids (Glutamate, GABA, Glycine, etc)

Gas (NO, CO, H2S)

Monoamines (Serotonin, Dopamine,

               Norepinephrine)

Choline (Acetylcholine)

Peptides (Oxytocin, opioids, etc )

Purines (ATP, adenosine, etc)



The goal of this lecture

(1) Basics of neuromodulators


(2) How they work at mechanistic levels


(3) How mechanisms generalize across functions  



Norepinephrine 
von Euler, 1945

Dopamine 
(Dale, 1910)

Holtz, 1939

Serotonin 
Erspamer, 1935

Acetylcholine 
(Baeyer, 1867)


Loewi,1921



Discovery of neuormodulators: initial questions

• Does it work as a neurotransmitter?


• Is dopamine meaningful in the brain?


• Where are they produced in the brain?
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Loewi’s proof of chemical neurotransmission (1921)

Acetylcholine

(from Dani et al., 2011)



Neuromodulators are evolutionally conserved

Major

transmitter

AChACh GlutamateGlutamate

Worm Fly Fish Mammals

GABAGABAGABAGABA

Modulator Octopamine
Dopamine
Serotonin

Octopamine
Dopamine
Serotonin

Norepinephrine
Dopamine
Serotonin

Norepinephrine
Dopamine
Serotonin

ACh ACh



• Does it work as a neurotransmitter?


• Is dopamine functional in the brain?


• Where are they produced in the brain?



Norepinephrine Dopamine



Dopamine used to be regarded as a precursor of norepinephrine

Norepinephrine

Epinephrine



Experiment by Arvid Carlsson



Reserpine depletes them

Reserpine-induced Parkinsonism
(anti-hypertension drug)

L-DOPA reverses the phenotype
Parkinsonism

Norepinephrine

Epinephrine



Reserpine depletes them

L-DOPA reverses the phenotype

Breakout room discussion:  
what observation proved the independent role of dopamine?

Norepinephrine

Epinephrine





Reserpine depletes them

L-DOPA reverses the phenotype

L-DOPA mostly increase

dopamine, but not 


norepinephrine

Carlsson, 1958

Norepinephrine

Epinephrine



Dopamine is localized in the striatum in the brain

Carlsson, 1959

Cools, 2019

Norepinephrine



• Does it work as a neurotransmitter?


• Is dopamine meaningful in the brain?


• Where are they produced in the brain?



Do systemic neuromodulators affect the brain?

Serotonin distribution

1-2%

8%

90%



Norepinephrine

Dopamine

Serotonin

Acetylecholine

Monoamines / acetylcholine do not enter the brain

Blood-brain barrier



Their precursors enter the brain

Blood-brain barrier

Norepinephrine

Dopamine

Serotonin

Acetylecholine

(L-DOPA)

(Choline)

(5-HTP)



Then, why we see this kind only for serotonin?



Norepinephrine DopamineAcetylcholine Serotonin

TyrosineSerine Tryptophan
Non-essential EssentialNon-essential



Serotonin’s popularity in psychology research
(because it’s easy to deplete)



Norepinephrine

Dopamine

Serotonin

Acetylecholine

Where in the brain?

Blood-brain barrier



Development of a visualization method

Green (NE/DA) Yellow (HT)

(Falck & Hillarp, 1961)

Aldehyde fluorescence method

(Dahlstrom & Fuxe, 1964)

Application to the tissue



(van den Brink et al, 2019)





Bilateral Midline



Break time



(1) Basics of neuromodulators


(2) How they work at mechanistic levels


(3) How mechanisms generalize across functions  

The goal of this lecture



Glutamate, GABA Neuromodulator

Receptor

action

Communication

mode One-to-one One-to-many

(typically)

Ionic, fast

(typically)

GPCRs, slow

Synaptic? Mostly synaptic Synaptic / diffusive

Function General More specific??



Glutamate synapse

(Fontana, 2015)

- Receptor at the synaptic cleft


- Rapid reuptake by glia


- Glial enclosure



Monoamine synapse

(Rice & Cragg, 2008)

Dopamine transporter

PostPre



Monoamine synapse

(Rice & Cragg, 2008)

- Receptor NOT at the synaptic cleft


- Reuptake outside the synapse


- No glial enclosure

Dopamine transporter

PostPre



Monoamine synapse

(Rice & Cragg, 2008)

- UNFIT for precise transmission

Dopamine transporter

- Designed for diffusion 

- Optimized for multi-synapse / 
multi-cell communication

PostPre



“Volume transmission” concept

(Zoli et al., 1998)



“Volume transmission” at multiple scale

Synaptic level Brain-wide level

Breakout room discussion:  
Why do you need such volume transmission?





Dimensionality mismatch between 

external interface and internal objectives

“So exhausted”

Many inputs & potential outputs

Real-time control

“I wanna win”

Many inputs & potential outputs

Learning

VT VT



Two perspectives for volume transmission

Control of ongoing functions Control of learning mechanisms

Activity modulation Plasticity modulation



Two perspectives for volume transmission

Control of ongoing functions Control of learning mechanisms

Activity modulation Plasticity modulation



Monoamine synapse

PostPre
Three-factor plasticity



Two-factor plasticity: Spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP)

Synaptic model of associative learning

Froemke et al., 2002

Post spike

delayed

Pre spike

delayed

Limitation: all events have to happen at once!



Usually, there is a delay between events that you want to associate

(Biswas, 2020)



PostPre

Three-factor plasticity: Retrospective enhancement of STDP

RewardAction

Δt

STDP Dopamine

“Eligibility trace”



PostPre

Three-factor plasticity: Retrospective enhancement of STDP

RewardAction

Δt

STDP Dopamine

(Yagishita et al., 2014)

Retrospecive enhancement up to ~5 sec



Two perspectives for volume transmission

Control of ongoing functions Control of learning mechanisms

Activity modulation Plasticity modulation



Modulation of neural activity: difficulty

Hougaard et al., 2016

These can co-express

in the same cell

Excitation/inhibition 
depends on  

(1) receptor balance 
(2) firing patterns



Can we use large-scale neural activity recording?



(1) Basics of neuromodulators


(2) How they work at mechanistic levels


(3) How mechanisms generalize across functions  

The goal of this lecture



Does a neuromodulator have a specific function ?



(Schultz, 1998)

TD(0) learning theory

Dopamine encodes rewards prediction error in learning contexts

Neuron in the VTA



Dopamine triggers the initiation of voluntary movements

Parkinson’s disease

(Alves da Silva et al., 2018)

Neuron in the SNc



Serotonin mediates mood control

SSRI: Anti-depressant

Serotonin transporter in PFC

(Soiza-Reilly  et al., 2019)



Serotonin mediates meta-learning

Adjusting learning rate

based on uncertainty

(Grossman et al., 2020)(Iigaya et al., 2018)

Enhancing learning rate

by photostimulation



It’s impossible to generalize 

Does a neuromodulator have a specific function ?



Alternative hypothesis 

Does a neuromodulator have a specific function ?

Neuromodulators have different basic properties from 

each other and evolved to fit wherever useful



Neuromodulator: synthesis and reuptake

Synthesis depends on the presynaptic cells 

Reuptake depends on the surroundings

(modified from Daws., 2009)

MAOX



Dopamine depends on synthesis 
Serotonin depends on reuptake

(Hashemi et al., 2012)



Dopamine Serotonin

Top-down paycheck

from the central system

On-demand bank

for various brain regions

Radical analogy would be…



Norepinephrine DopamineAcetylcholine Serotonin

Neuromodulatory system evolved from their basic properties


